
xFyro Introduces ARIA - The Most Advanced
Waterproof Wireless Earbuds Ever

xFyro ARIA comes with additional eartips and wing tips
to ensure a perfect fit

Bluetooth 5, waterproof, dustproof, auto-
pairing, and with 32-hour battery life at
an unbeatable price

NEW YORK, NY, USA, May 23, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- xFyro introduces
ARIA, the next generation in wireless
earbuds that brings industry-leading
technology to the everyday consumer by
creating the most immersive listening
experience with a waterproof product
that was made to keep up with every
lifestyle. With Bluetooth 5, an IP67
waterproof rating, noise cancellation,
access to virtual assistants and more,
xFyro’s Aria is the newest must-have in
audio tech. 

The game-changing xFyro ARIA Wireless Earbuds are now live on Indiegogo. These premium
wireless earbuds integrate a host of premium features, offering state-of-the-art speakers with a touch-
activated microphone, in-ear detection, volume control, and automatic pairing. 

Sound quality, features and
product integrity are of utmost
important to us because this
is what’s important to our
customers”

xFyro

From a technical perspective, ARIA is one of the most
advanced wireless earbuds ever. It uses the latest Bluetooth 5
technology for unparalleled connectivity range and high-speed
data transmission for a seamless listening experience -
completely removing audio-video sync issues plaguing
earbuds with older technology. 

xFyro’s ARIA also has advanced features not seen in most
other earbuds, such as stereo calling, dual beamforming

microphones and high-speed charging that enables up to 3 hours of listening time after a quick 15
minute charge. It features an astounding 8 hour battery life per charge and 3 additional charges with
its carrying case for a total of 32 hours of battery life. It’s one step pairing process also makes paring
incredibly simple, and it can even automatically pair to multiple devices right out of its case. Even
volume control and access to Google Assistant and Siri requires no more than a tap of a finger,
making ARIA one of the most advanced headphones on the market today.

Along with these premium features, Aria was engineered to deliver astounding sound quality that will
shock listeners when considering its price point compared to competitors. ARIA is available now for
less than half its retail price at an impossible-to-beat early-bird pricing on Indiegogo. 

Designed for convenience and comfort, research and development engineers conducted extensive
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xFyro ARIA is 100% Waterproof and can even be used
while showering

xFyro ARIA Wireless Earbuds

trials among thousands of ears across
six continents to ensure ARIA can
achieve a comfortable and secure seal in
every ear with its unique system
combining the use of both earbud tips
and wing tips.

The xFyro team responded in detail to
many inquiries; but, emphasized the
primary focus of xFyro’s business model.
“Sound quality, features and product
integrity are of utmost important to us
because this is what’s important to our
customers. We’re committed to
excellence and delivering an amazing
product and customer experience. Sure,
we’ve got tough competition but it’s tough
to beat our service, technology and
price.”

About xFyro
xFyro has offices in Los Angeles, New
York and Hong Kong. The company was
originally founded by a group of audio-
loving engineers and musicians based in
Los Angeles who came together to serve
a common purpose: create amazing
quality products with cutting edge
technology without all the gimmicks.
Their focus is simple-- just great
technology and sound. xFyro products
are available on www.xfyro.com and now
on Indiegogo for limited-time pricing. 

The xFyro ARIA is currently on Indiegogo at over 50% off retail prices.

Mike Stanton
xFyro Audio
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